
Award-winning romantic comedy B-Side is set for release on DVD and VOD 

by Indican Pictures on [RELEASE DATE]. B-Side follows the love story of 

fading pop star April Simon and never-was radio host Mike Zumsteg as 

both come to grips with their rapidly-declining careers. What results 

is a meditation on music, failure and pursuing over-expired dreams, 

presented as a low-key romantic-comedy. 

 

 "There seems to be more of an emphasis than ever on people's public 

lives," said director and co-writer Amos Posner. "We wanted to take a 

look at two people whose public lives and careers might be frivolous 

and forgotten to the outside world, and capture the more meaningful 

ups, downs, joys, and pitfalls that are hidden behind the scenes."     

  

The film won prizes at a variety of festivals – including Outstanding 

Achievement in Filmmaking among music movies at the Newport Beach Film 

Festival and Breakthrough Film at Flyway Film Festival.  It won awards 

for Best Supporting Performance  (Tobias Segal, Orlando Film Festival), 

soundtrack (Beloit Film Fest) and was nominated for best direction and 

best feature (Orlando Film Festival). 

  

The cast is led by Ryan Eggold (NBC's The Black List) and Tony-nominee 

Jennifer Damiano (Broadway’s "Next To Normal" and “Spider Man: Turn Off 

The Dark”), who play Mike and April. The movie also features Bryan Batt 

(Mad Men), Ryan Metcalf (Damsels in Distress) and Tobias Segal (The 

Good Wife.).   

  

Vital to the movie is the indie rocker’s dream of a soundtrack, with 

music by Pavement, Les Savy Fav, Sharron Van Etten, Los Campesinos and 

more. Co-writer Uchill, who also served as music supervisor said, 

“Putting together the soundtrack was a labor of love. We’re honored to 

have so many bands we dearly love, from classic indie bands like 

Pavement and Cub to up-and-coming ones like Yellow Ostrich and Arms.” 

 

____ 



 



Director's Statement: 

 

Perhaps my greatest moment of clarity about B-Side came during a pre-

production meeting on my living room floor. My living room served as 

our production office. All the furniture was taken up by our busy 

production staff, so our very accommodating art department joined me on 

the floor. We needed to create album covers for our pop star co-

protagonist April Simon, and the art department had put together 

volumes of research on female pop stars of the last fifteen years. We 

laughed at quickly outdated styles, nostalgically remembered old 

singles, and worked to delineate who our character was. 

 

But something else lingered with me: just how disposable these people 

were. Some of them had been famous for a few years before vanishing. 

Some had a single or video with great fanfare, had a second album flop, 

and were never heard from again. These girls on the album covers were 

now women somewhere, but to us, they had been glittery products that 

showed up on our TVs for some small amount of time and then 

disappeared. Most of them didn't make big comebacks. They simply faded 

from our view, and as I realized looking at their faces from my living 

room floor, most of us completely forgot about them. 

 

We wanted to capture those moments just outside of public view, that 

transition out of the spotlight. We wanted to capture the trap of 

success when someone is shoehorned into an image as a teenager and 

forced to stay in it as it grows less representative of who she 

actually is. Someone who might find a compatible partner in someone who 

truly loves music and believes in what he does, but must face the 

reality of a paltry audience. 

 

In similar fashion, we wanted to take the traditional romantic-comedy 

and focus more on the day-to-day rhythms of a new romance instead of 

the grand gestures. We also sought to take the New York romance and 

make it more about little corners of the city a New Yorker might find. 



 

Our focus was the tail end of the career; the lesser pop star; the DJ 

with a small audience; the quieter parts of life in a loud city; the B-

Side. 

 

____ 

 



Posner also described the making of B-Side for Filmmaker Magazine 

(Link). 

 

B-Side: How a Bunch of First-Timers Made a SAG Ultra-Low Feature 

Without Blowing Up the Garage 

 

 

Nine years ago, I walked into Sound One on my first run at my first 

internship. This summer, I walked out of Sound One having completed 

post-production on my first feature, B-Side, less than six months after 

we began pre-production. It wasn’t just a feature debut for me as a 

director, but also for our producer, DP, editor, 1st AD, and leading 

lady. 

Now rest assured, I could tell you dozens of things we would do 

differently. Free sample: Don’t shoot anything that will go in a 

movie’s first five minutes on the first day of shooting. And we have no 

idea what the future holds for our little romantic comedy (To any 

festival programmers or distributors reading this: Have I mentioned 

you’re looking fantastic these days?). 

But since finishing a movie this size without going over-budget, going 

over-schedule, or killing anyone is a small miracle, I thought it could 

be instructive to share what we ultimately did right. Other than 

getting lucky, of course: 

We decided to just do it. Sure, it’s a cliché, and obviously, it’s not 

quite that simple. But the day we decided to strip down our budget and 

set a firm start date was when the movie became real. If you wait for 

your ideal budget or cast, you might never get it. If you just start a 

project rolling, all sorts of help can emerge. Lots of crew and 

facilities try hard to accommodate smaller projects. And you know what 

movies agents want to put their actors in? Movies that are going to 

happen with or without them—and soon. 

We had a producer who could propel the whole movie. On small movies, 

the producer has the hardest job. April Lamb had to perform dozens of 

different jobs, without money or real leverage on her side. She worked 

http://filmmakermagazine.com/57121-b-side-how-a-bunch-of-first-timers-made-a-sag-ultra-low-feature-without-blowing-up-the-garage/


with our executive producer Doug Matejka to strike post-production 

deals and create our budget. She worked with our line producer Nikkia 

Moulterie — who was also willing to work insane hours — to manage that 

budget. She negotiated down our insurance costs. She sat in on most of 

our casting sessions, including being the first to rally for Tobias 

Segal, who was a revelation in our supporting cast. She hired most of 

our principal crew and sat in on most meetings with our art and costume 

departments. 

She also worked hard to troubleshoot and manage the psyche of an antsy 

first-time director. This included gently pointing out after day one 

that I was directing one of our actors wrong, and setting me up for an 

instructive chat with Charlotte Barrett and Sean Fallon, who had 

recently finished a similar-sized feature in Virgin Alexander. She also 

did all of this while living in the living room of my one bedroom 

apartment, which was also our production office. SAG Ultra Low is no 

country for weak producers. 

We planned to not fix anything in post. Anyone who says “Fix it in 

post” during production should have to donate a dollar to the crew beer 

fund. If you don’t plan to fix anything in post, you’ll still have lots 

to fix. Don’t invite more. Think of our situation: We got to use world-

class post-production facilities and personnel at Sound One and 1619 

Broadway, but had precious few days for our color correction and sound 

mix. With so little time, we wanted to be able to focus on polishing 

the movie, not fixing it on a large scale. Part of what allowed us to 

do this was… 

We took sound seriously in production. And pre-production. It’s easy to 

focus on cutting corners, because you need to do it so much (see: my 

living room). But drawing a line on where you do need to spend is 

important. Spending a little more on a good sound mixer can make a huge 

difference in both quality and expense later on. We hired Dennis 

Haggerty, but more importantly, we listened to him. Don’t forget to 

invite your sound mixer to the tech scout. On ours, he suggested we 

replace a major bar location. And at a particularly noisy location, I 

trusted him about when we needed further takes. This slowed us down, 



but we didn’t need to ADR a single line of dialogue, which saved us 

thousands, and it gave us a great starting point in post. 

We got professional help with casting. Similarly, we knew we needed 

major help with casting. Casting a low-budget movie is hard—doing it in 

New York during pilot season is a nightmare. Sig de Miguel and Steve 

Vincent had ideas, perspective, and sense of strategy that we couldn’t. 

As a screen acting novice but Broadway star, Jennifer Damiano never 

would have been on our radar. But she had the talent, star quality, and 

fit for the role that made her perfect for our female lead. And Sig not 

only had the idea to reach out to L.A. to bring in Ryan Eggold for our 

male lead, but also gave us the credibility to actually get an actor of 

his ilk to cross the country for such a small movie. I know plenty of 

people who’ve cast small features without casting directors; in our 

case, it made a world of difference. Sig and Steve also shared a key 

value with us: 

We didn’t hire résumés. We hired the people that fit. A first-time 

director working with a first-time DP and first-time editor should be a 

nightmare. But in Eric Laplante, we knew we had a DP who could have 

strong opinions without steamrolling me. After making shorts with him, 

we knew he could work fast, and knew he could do beautiful work with 

next to no money or manpower. This meant our most difficult working 

conditions were right in his comfort zone, while times when he had more 

G&E crew or time at his disposal felt almost luxurious. A DP with a 

splashy high-budget reel is awesome, but can they work at your level? 

Sophie Corra came recommended to us based on her work as assistant 

editor on Damsels in Distress. Damsels was a perfect training ground 

for editing our talky, whimsical dramedy, and right away, we saw that 

her appetite for the material and attitude would be a great fit. This 

was a running theme for us. Skills are obviously important, but part of 

what let us get away with a very young crew was: 

We paid attention to personalities. Personality matters. A lot. Several 

crew people were worried about our 1st assistant director, Theo Cusick, 

before the shoot because he’s so soft-spoken for an AD. But he was the 

right fit for all the low-key personalities we had on set and he kept 



things running on time at least as well as any shouter would have. You 

could fill the Grand Canyon with what I don’t know about the nuts and 

bolts of costume, hair, makeup, and production design, but we had 

department heads that were not only skilled, but also patient 

communicators that helped me find what I meant, with tons of hard work 

and very little ego. That kind of flexibility is extremely important. 

In casting, I prioritized actors who could make adjustments — even 

weird ones — very quickly. That left us with the right people when we, 

for example, needed to steal a location in one take. And all of that 

applies to us, too. We weren’t paying people enough to be tyrants or 

deprive them of a chance to really collaborate on a significant level. 

Because of our limitations, we pretty much only got people who really 

wanted to be there. Because we worked to communicate both our vision 

and constraints, they were all there to make the same movie. And 

because of their personalities, they functioned extremely well as a 

cohesive group. 

We embraced our limitations. Many times we found out that there was a 

positive flipside to our most difficult limitations. We were all set to 

shoot our female protagonist’s first scene, in which she meets a 

journalist played by Will Janowitz in a hotel lobby. The day of the 

shoot, we found out we could only use the lobby space for 15 minutes – 

not nearly enough time to light anything; an unvitation, in Seinfeld 

terms. It had been frustrating that my writing partner Joe Uchill 

couldn’t be in New York for the shoot. But trying to find a rewrite 

solution, it was extremely helpful that he had a cooler head than us by 

not being on location. We rewrote the scene as a phone call from the 

lobby to a hotel room location we had waiting anyway. Because Will is 

so quick on his feet and Eric can shoot so fast with just a window and 

a bounce board, we managed to rattle off three shots in 14 minutes. And 

the scene is better than the one we planned. 

We’ll always look at B-Side and see rookie mistakes or missed 

opportunities. But because of a few key values in building the movie, 

and plenty of luck, we managed to run off the edge of the cliff like 

Wile E. Coyote and land with a movie intact. 



 

____ 

 



Review of B-Side from Geek New Wave (Link) 

 

Today, we have another directorial debut from the Orlando Film 

Festival. Amos Posner, director and co-writer, has made his debut with 

B-Side, a romantic comedy between an underground radio DJ and a faded 

pop star. Despite how it sounds, there are probably more math and 

science related jokes and references than there are music. And despite 

how that sounds, B-Side is actually a fantastic film with the perfect 

sincerity and emotion of a proper romance film with the mix of subtle 

and hysterical laughs of a proper comedy. 

 

Stating that a romantic comedy is both romantic and comedic may sound 

silly but when you take a look at the genre, rom-coms that live up to 

their genre’s title are rare. B-Side is one such example. Such credit, 

however, cannot go to Posner alone as he was a co-writer. Joe Uchill 

forms the other half, making his writing debut. The two combined have 

not reinvented the genre or created a tour de force but they crafted an 

intimate, wondrous, tale of love that follows the formula well and has 

enough personality to give B-Side a solid identity. The film is not a 

flawless affair, bits of dialogue or character moments occasionally 

feel too manufactured or forced, some jokes or scenes seem too 

whimsically indulgent or cutesy. None of which break the film but they 

stand out in the best of ways. They stand out because there are so few 

other punctuated errors to remark upon. 

 

B-Side brings lovers on opposite ends of the music industry together as 

they’re falling together in New York. Mike Zumsteg, the life-long radio 

host with listeners in the single digits, is played by the shockingly 

charismatic Ryan Eggold. Not that I’m familiar with his previous work 

but it’s surprising to see someone with such an effective presence on 

screen have so little under their belt. The same can be said for 

Jennifer Damiano, who plays the fading pop star April Simon. While 

Eggold has had a bit of a career, this is Damiano’s first real role, 

aside from some minor parts on television. While Posner and Uchill have 

http://www.geeknewwave.com/article/wds-review-b-side


a wonderful script at hand, the discovery of Damiano may be the film’s 

greatest triumphant. It’s hard to place down exactly how she comes off 

as so natural and sincere, utterly in character. She’s a most powerful 

actress because, like with great editing, when Damiano comes on screen, 

you don’t see someone acting. Nothing is forced, none of her movements 

staggered. She simply is April Simon. 

 

Not to get too ahead of myself, Damiano is not the only actor to 

praise. The secret weapon of the film is Tobias Segal’s performance as 

Jonas; an incredibly nerdy, love-sick puppy of a man who’s nearly 

blinded by his passion. However, he is aware of this. When confronted 

by others, he’s actually thought through his perspective and has an 

argument for it. Jonas isn’t just a one note horse to kick, he is a 

developed character with his own arc, even if his shenanigans are 

easily the most absurd of the entire film. Segal builds upon this 

further with distinctive mannerisms, a clear, honest sincerity, an 

innocence. Jonas is absurd, perhaps too much so for a decently grounded 

film like B-Side, but never obnoxiously so, never offensively so. 

Tobias Segal won the Orlando Film Festival’s award for Best Supporting 

Actor and, upon viewing, the reasoning is obvious. While some may first 

take Jonas’ shenanigans as over acting, I would implore a closer look 

at Segal’s performance. 

 

Giving high praise for small-level films is hard sometimes. B-Side 

doesn't pose grand questions or give awe-inspiring resolutions. There 

is no masterpiece on display or reinvention in testing. However, 

lacking grander elements should not limit a film’s consideration. In 

some ways, B-Side reminds me of Silver Linings Playbook. Neither are 

extremely philosophical or unique but both carry such honesty in their 

characters and function on such a visceral, emotional levels that the 

impact they leave is deep. And at least B-Side doesn’t need to make up 

the stakes of its third act at the last minute but that’s a debate for 

another day. For today, B-Side is a true romantic film for how it 

embraces the little moments in life, how they truly spark us, how 



organic interaction brings the real happiness in life; not the 

artificially constructed grand gestures guys like Jonas so hopelessly 

chase. 

 

  

____ 

 

Posner and Uchill are available for interview.  

____ 

 

B-Side is an Official Selection of: 

Newport Beach Film Festival (world premiere) 

AMFM Fest 

Orlando Film Festival 

Flyway Film Festival 

Beloit Film Festival 

Drive-In Film Festival 


